Aphasiology
a-from in action at the aphasia institute - clinical aphasiology itself, the advent of aphasia groups and
centers focusing on outcomes that include but gofar beyond language impairment is increasingly accepted and
growing, but there is a large gap in the provision of evidence to support best practice. the use of a common
map and terminology in measuring outcome can lead to research that facilitates evidence-based practice and
that ... aphasiology - martijn wieling - for peer review only 2 introduction it has frequently been
demonstrated that the ease and speed with which words are retrieved is influenced by several linguistic and
non-linguistic factors, both in non-brain- aphasiology, influence of with chronic aphasia* - aphasiology,
1998, vol. 12. no. 11,989-1006 influence of rate of treatment on the naming abilities of adults with chronic
aphasia* jacqueline j. hinckley pace: goals and measures - nova scotia health authority - 10/30/2013 93
the four principles and essential procedures of pace principle the clinician [s feedback as a receiver is based on
the patient [s success in aphasiology - research repository - for peer review only 1 a novel treatment
targeting the exchange of new information within storytelling for people with non-fluent aphasia and their
partners aphasiology, 1997, vol. 11, no. 889-911 - aphasiology, 1997, vol. 11, no. 9, 889-911 living with
cognitive-communicative difficulties following traumatic brain injury: using a model u of interpersonal treating
written verb and written sentence production in ... - treating written verb and written sentence
production in an individual with aphasia: a clinical study background written language is an important
communication modality for some people with aphasia.
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